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Aim/Objectives of the study: The study identified the level of burden among 

caregivers of stroke survivors at CRP in Bangladesh. Beside it also found the level of 

burden of caregiver of stroke survivor about general strain, isolation, disappointment, 

emotional involvement and environment and also found out the association in 

between level of caregiver burden and caregiver’s age, sex, occupation, relationship 

with stroke survivors & stroke survivor’s onset of stroke and caregiving duration. 

Method: The study conducted through Cross-sectional design among 151 

participants who were selected from occupational therapy outdoor and stroke rehab 

unit, CRP (Savar & Mirpur) by a structure questionnaire with face to face interview.  

Main Outcome Measure: Caregiver Burden Scale 

Results: Most of the caregivers (78.8%) of stroke survivors faced with moderate 

level of burden and in terms of domain most of the caregiver faced with moderate 

burden about general strain (58.9%), isolation (63.6%) where faced higher burden 

about disappointment (60.3%) and lower burden about emotional involvement 

(59.6%) and environment (78.8%). Caregiver burden level was significantly 

associated to caregiver characteristics: age (P=0.006), sex (P=0.002), occupation (p= 

0.04), relationship with stroke survivors (P=0.02), caregiving duration (P=0.000), and 

caregiving hours (P=0.009), and onset of stroke (P=0.000) of stroke survivors. Female 

caregivers who were housewives, wife and daughter in relationship with stroke 

survivors giving long duration of care exhibit higher burden. 

Conclusion: The result will help the occupational therapists to know the situation of 

caregiving of stroke survivors in Bangladeshi content and in future caregiver will be 

benefited to reduce stress and a significant advice about maintaining their family role 

and occupational therapists have an important role to promote a better social and 

psychological support for quality life of caregiver and stroke survivors. 

 

Key Words: Stroke/stroke survivor, Caregiver, Burden.  
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1.1 Introduction 

Bangladesh is a developing country located in South Asia, is home to approximately 

160 million people living in an area of 147,570 sq. km (Situation of Bangladesh, n.d.). 

Estimates indicate that 10% of the population i.e. 16 million peoples are living with a 

disability that need assistance from a caregiver or family member and stroke is one of 

the common cause of this disability (WHO 2011).  

Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (2004) and Islam et al. (2012, p.211) revealed that 

stroke was the third leading cause of death in Bangladesh and accounting for 2.55% 

of the total number of disabilities. Also Islam et al. (2012, p.211) stated that the 

World Health Organization (WHO) ranks Bangladesh’s mortality rate due to stroke as 

number 84
th

 in the world. The high number of disability-adjusted life-years lost due to 

stroke (485 per 10 000 people) shows that stroke severely impacts Bangladesh’s 

economy. Kniepmann (2012, p.208) also stated that stroke is a leading cause of 

serious long-term disability worldwide, with a dramatic impact on the survivor but 

also their families.   

Stroke does not just affect the survivor; it also affects their family or caregiver. Han & 

Haley (1999, p.1478) stated that most of stroke survivors and caregivers suffer from 

depression and Xie et al. (2000, p334-335) stated this is because survivors require 

help from family members or close friends who become a valuable resource for the 

patient. Anderson et al. (1995, p.847) stated that most stroke survivors return to their 

own home with caregiver assistance, after a period of inpatient care and rehabilitation. 

As stroke causes serious and long term disability, impacting their ability to perform 

activities of daily living independently thus they are dependent on their family 

members which are known as caregivers. Family members already have a lot of 

responsibilities in the family, but when a family member acts as a caregiver role, they 

have to take on additional responsibilities of the stroke survivor besides other 

responsibilities of family. So, these additional responsibilities seem unbearable or a 

burden for them. On the part of the family caregivers, the adjustment to the new 

challenges poses the necessity of learning to cope with various potentially stressful 

problems in everyday life. Gaugler (2010, p.109) mentioned that many caregivers 

Chapter-1                                                        Introduction 
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report considerable burdens and display poor mental and physical health than the 

general population during the months or years following the onset of their family 

member’s stroke. The extensive literature on caregivers, Bugge et al. (1999, p.1520) 

found that many caregivers have high levels of burden and strong needs for emotional 

support, information, knowledge and skills about stroke care and available resources. 

Chow et al. (2006, p.140) found that stroke caregivers experience higher level of 

anxiety and depression indicates the need for nurses in neurological units to provide 

enhanced discharge planning for this group of patients. Therefore, families need 

assistance in learning how to maintain their own health whilst dealing with a new and 

difficult life situation. This is particularly relevant for older caregivers and for 

caregivers who are less educated. A well designed discharge plan with continuity of 

care may benefit both patients and caregivers in the long term caregiving process. 

 

1.2 Background 

Rigby et al. (2009, p.152) stated that caregiver burden is a multi-dimensional concept 

that encompasses the psychological, health, social and economic impacts of 

caregiving.  

Whilst Reimer et al. (1998, p.1606) states majority of patients need professional care 

but most care is provided by their relatives and primarily their partners in the 

community. An increasing amount of demands is made on them while the caregivers 

themselves have to cope with the devastating effects that stroke had on their partner or 

relatives and caregivers had unmet personal needs that were disrupted by the stroke.  

They have to provide more emotional support and assist the patient in activities of 

daily living and subsequently caregivers may experience unacceptably high levels of 

burden which leads to isolation, exhaustion and relational deprivation if the care 

recipient was the primary source of this type of support and the deficits incurred by 

the stroke impaired their role in the relationship according to Greveson et al. & Schulz 

et al. (cited in Grant et al. 2004b, p803-804). Kniepmann (2012, p.209-214) stated, 

several studies have shown that family caregivers report problems in managing ADLs, 

maintaining their own physical health, citing fatigue, tiredness and inadequate rest  

loss of independence and inadequate time to manage multiple roles and 

responsibilities because of stroke survivor functional losses. Beside it is also 

challenging for caregivers to make adjustment with new experience life. Many 
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caregivers experienced considerable strain from the early post stroke period and after 

5 years stroke in some case. Berg et al. (2005, p.639) found in previous studies, 11% 

to 42% of caregivers showed signs of depression due to their spouse’s limitation in 

functional activities in Finland. Bhattcharjee et al. (1999, p.118) stated that caregivers 

of stroke survivors face a significant amount of stress at all times in India. In another 

study in Netherland  Reimer et al. (1998, p.1607) has shown that partners of stroke 

survivors express feelings of heavy responsibility, ambiguity about patients’ care 

needs, constant worries, restraints in social life, and feelings that patients rely on only 

their care.  

When the researcher worked with stroke clients and their caregiver, she observed that 

managing stroke survivors put a greater burden and risk of injury on the caregiver and 

also caregivers shared about their difficulties and unmet needs to researcher. From 

that time researcher had a hidden interest to do something about caregiver and wanted 

to know how much burden they feel. Now when she has got opportunity to conduct a 

research study, she is focusing to fulfill her hidden interest about caregiver burden. 

Also caregiver burden can be different in different culture, society where caregivers 

live and Bangladeshi culture is different from other countries in the world and here 

Institutionalize care is limited in comparative to western countries. So the caregiver 

burden may differ from other countries. Within the world several studies have been 

conducted about caregiver burden and level of burden but there have not available 

study in Bangladeshi content. So, researcher emphasizes her concentration more on 

this topic. Also the researcher has found many literatures to support the background of 

this topic. 

Recently research on family caregiving has expanded rapidly and several studies have 

showed greater burden and stress among family members caring for chronically 

disabled relatives who have stroke and dementia disorders even after institutional 

placement according to Zarit & Townsend (cited in Elmastahl et al. 1996, p177). 

   

1.3 Significance 

In occupational therapy treatment process a caregiver acts as a co-therapist. Also in a 

home environment they provide continuous care to stroke survivor who actually needs 

help and care. During providing care to their loved one or stroke survivor, caregivers 

have to face many problems which are burden for them. Also, caregiver may have 
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serious health consequences and it may impede on the rehabilitation program of 

stroke survivor. So, it is very important to know how much burden they face to reduce 

their burden. Kniepman (2012, p.209) stated that traditionally, the health care system 

focuses on the diagnosed person. Research emphasizes the valuable contributions of 

family caregivers and the potential benefits or hazards that they experience. This has 

important implications for occupational therapy practice. A family-centered approach 

with individuals following a stroke could be guided through knowledge of activity 

changes and their effects on younger family caregivers. A better understanding of 

family caregiver’s experiences could enable occupational therapists to develop 

strategies that reduce caregiver burden, promote social participation and enhance 

health for the caregiver and the entire family by awareness, management, 

occupational training, counseling and education etc. If caregivers are maintaining 

their own health, they are more likely to continue assisting family members who 

survive strokes. As well as Occupational therapists can ensure a successful 

rehabilitation program.  

  

1.4 Aim of the study 

To identify the level of burden among caregivers of stroke survivors at CRP in 

Bangladesh. 

1.5  Objectives of the study 

1. To find out the level of burden of caregiver of stroke survivor about general 

strain, isolation, disappointment, emotional involvement and environment. 

2. To find out the association in between level of burden among caregivers and 

onset of stroke of survivors & duration of caregiving. 

3. To find out the association in between level of burden among caregivers and 

caregiver’s age, sex, occupation and caregiver’s relationship with stroke 

survivors.  
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Stroke is a common phenomenon over the world. It is also comparatively high in 

Bangladesh. In this literature review the researcher has defined key terms of the title. 

The key terms are stroke, stroke survivors, Caregiver burden, CRP-Bangladesh. The 

literature shows that the caregiver feels burden to their stroke patients. The study has 

conducted due to there have still scarcity of information and findings in Bangladeshi 

context.  

2.1  Stroke 

Rosamond et al. (2008, p.27) Stated stroke is one of the major causes of long-term 

disability.  

Stroke as defined by the World Health Organization is “a rapidly developed clinical 

signs of focal or global disturbance of cerebral function, lasting for more than 24 

hours or until death, with no apparent non-vascular cause. Stroke is caused by the 

interruption of the blood supply to the brain, usually because a blood vessel bursts or 

is blocked by a clot. This cuts off the supply of oxygen and nutrients, causing damage 

to the brain tissue’’ (World Health Report 2007). 

According to WHO estimation every year about 15 million of world population 

suffers from stroke where around 33% (5 million) people die and 33% become 

permanently disabled. Globally a life is taken by stroke every 10 seconds and an 

incident of stroke occurs every ½ second. Although high blood pressure is the major 

risk factor in stroke which causes more than 80% of stroke cases (12.7 million) 

worldwide. Other risk factors of stroke are smoking, atrial fibrillation, heart failure 

and heart attack as stated Rosamond et al. (2008, p.29). In terms of disability as per 

the Lancet 28 November 2009 issue, stroke is found to be the leading cause 

worldwide and in developing countries beside it is the second leading causes of 

disability (Qamar 2011, p.2). In Pakistan prevalence of stroke has been observed in 

much younger age in some studies comparison with the west. Mohammed et al. 

(2011, p.640) found that in Bangladesh a community study has been estimated the 

prevalence of stroke involving 15,627 participants aged 40 years and older and stroke 

prevalence were reported as 0·20% for the age groups 40-49 years, 0·30% for 50-59 

years, 0·20% for 60-69 years, 1·00% for 70-79 years, and 1·00% for 80 years and 

Chapter-2                                                Literature Review 
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above, respectively and Islam et al. (2012, p.211) stated that the overall prevalence of 

stroke was 0·30%, and the ratio of male: female patients was 3·44: 2·41in 

Bangladesh. 

Stroke has a serious impact on stroke survivor as well as family member or caregiver. 

Das et al. (2010, p.2965) stated that stroke causes physical, cognitive, and behavioral 

dysfunction of stroke survivor necessitating caregiver support for rehabilitation and 

general care. When a caregiver provide these continuous care they face subsequent 

problems include pain, distress and lots of physical, emotional, social and financial 

problems which may affect their quality of life. 

 

2.1.1. Types of stroke  

There are 2 classifications of stroke: Ischemic and Hemorrhagic stroke- 

Ischemic stroke:  

Qamar (2011, p.2) stated that Ischemic stroke is caused by obstruction in a blood 

vessel supplying blood to brain. This blockage in blood vessel could be caused due to 

blood clot in the vessel or due to hardening of blood vessel supplying blood to the 

brain because of accumulation of fat in vessel walls.  

These fatty deposits can cause two types of obstruction: Cerebral thrombosis refers to 

a thrombus (blood clot) that develops at the clogged part of the vessel. Cerebral 

embolism refers generally to a blood clot that forms at another location in the 

circulatory system, usually the heart and large arteries of the upper chest and neck 

(American Heart Association 2013).  Hossain et al. (2011, p.19) stated that around 

four fifth (> 80%) of stroke cases are caused by ischemic brain infarction.  

Hemorrhagic stroke: 

Hemorrhagic stroke accounts for about one fifth (13 %) of stroke cases, which is less 

frequent and occur due to rupture or burst of a blood vessel which leads to the 

bleeding. Accumulation of blood compresses surrounding brain tissues causing 

deprivation of oxygen and nutrients to the surrounding tissues. This type carries 

higher risk of death according to Siddique et al. (2009, p.88).  

The two types of hemorrhagic strokes are intracerebral (within the brain) hemorrhage 

or subarachnoid hemorrhage and two types of weakened blood vessels usually cause 

hemorrhagic stroke: aneurysms and arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) (American 

Heart Association 2013). 
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These two types of stroke produce different types of paralysis, causing functional 

dependency on the stroke survivor’s caregiver, which can create lots of burden. 

 

2.2. Stroke survivor  

Generally stroke survivor means who lives through affliction of stroke. Morrison et al. 

(1999, p.265-66) stated that a significant proportion of stroke survivors suffer from 

some form of chronic residual physical disability and some form of communicative 

disorder. Many stroke survivors experience long-term physical, psychosocial, 

cognitive and functional impairments that are terrible challenges to family caregivers 

according to Sit et al. & Van et al. (cited in Haley et al. 2009, p.2129).  Carek et al. 

(2010, p.91) stated that stroke survivors can experience a range of ongoing problems 

including weakness or paralysis, problems with balance and coordination, problems 

with speech and language (e.g. aphasia), difficulty swallowing and mood swings. 

Cramer (2008, p.272-273) stated that major recovery occurs within first three months 

after stroke but long term disability often remains for a longer period of time. Also 

Qamar (2012, p.3) mentioned that stroke has major long term durations of effects on 

quality of life of its survivors and of their caregivers requiring more appropriate 

rehabilitation to avoid further complications in terms of depression and other allied 

disabilities.  Morrison (1999, p.265-66) stated that survivors are increasingly likely to 

be cared for in the community and many have relatives as their primary caregivers.  

 

2.3. Consequences of stroke 

Stroke affects the person’s whole life, the change depends on location of the 

obstruction and the extent of brain tissue affected. Stroke affects a person’s motor, 

sensation, cognitive, behavior and perception sometimes language as stated Larish et 

al. & Adams (cited in Rugg and Clark, 2005, p.165). As impairment depends on 

location of brain obstruction so caregiver burden may also vary according location 

and impairment.  

If specifically analyzed the impairments due to the location of the stroke can include 

the following: 

2.3.1. Common problem: 

Stroke survivors affected by either right brain disorder or left brain disorder may have 

some common problems. Such as- 
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Motor Dysfunction: 

Stroke affects a person contra laterally. So usually hemiplegia is common. Person’s 

coordination and rhythm of movement is decreases due to upper motor neuron lesion 

and affects a person’s normal postural mechanism, normal righting, equilibrium and 

protective reactions are lost on the affected side (Pedretti, Smith & Pendleton, 1996, 

p.787). All of this interfere a person’s functional performance. 

Sensory Disturbance: 

Sensory system is generally affected after stroke. Pulaski (2003, p.774) stated that in 

case of stroke patient, tactile, vision, pain, temperature, proprioception and 

kinesthesia is affected. 

2.3.2. Right Brain disorder: 

The person having stroke affected by right brain disorder may have lots of 

impairments such as- 

Cognitive Deficits: 

Long and short term memory loss, orientation, problem solving, logical thinking; 

concentration and attention can be affected by stroke (Jackson 1996, P.443). 10-55% 

of stroke patient’s has memory disorders. And 27% cases at least three impaired 

cognitive functions are seen three months after stroke Pohjasvaara et al. (cited in 

Pulaski 2003, p.774). 

Behavior and Emotion Change: 

Many people become emotionally labile after the stroke that exhibiting 

uncharacteristic emotion. Depression is the most common emotional change after 

stroke. Other psychological changes can be frustration and aggression. This mood 

change affects person’s motivation and performance. Additionally they may become 

anxious and apathetic after stroke. All of this has direct impact on person’s functional 

ability (Jackson 1996, p.442-443; American Stroke Association 2013). 

Perceptual Deficits: 

After stroke perceptual deficits is more common. According to Jackson (1996, 

pp.444-445) perceptual dysfunction occurs when sensory and organ is intact but the 

cortex area is damaged, a person is unable to interpret the external stimuli. The 

common perceptual problem is the inability to recognized familiar objects called 

agnosia, other more common problem is less ability to perform precise movements 

called apraxia, body image disorder and spatial relation disorder is more common. 
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2.3.3. Left Brain Disorder: 

Speech and Language Disorder:  

Stroke may result in mild to severe speech and language disorder. Facial muscles 

movement is affected after stroke caused dysarthria. That affects the precision of 

speech sounds quality and loudness of the voice, and the ability to speak normally. It 

also affects language center and causes dysphasia. As a result, individuals speaking, 

reading, listening and writing and their ability become more limited (American Stroke 

Association 2013).  

Due to damage in the brain the person may experience people various body functions, 

emotion and perception are changed. As a result the person’s normal function is 

disrupted. So, ultimately person’s all occupational performance will be hampered and 

requires full time care from caregiver which can be stressful. 

2.4. Recovery after stroke 

Recovery after stroke depends on the severity of the stroke and the extension of brain 

area involve. Pitkanen (2000, p.4) stated that the majority of case spontaneous 

recovery of function occurs during the first month after stroke. In case of stroke arm 

function loss is most common. Most of the improvement occurred during the first 16 

weeks after stroke. About 20% of patients die within a month, and among survivors at 

one year about one-third are dependent on others for activities of daily living (ADLs). 

Any type of disability can affect a person’s occupational performance. As the 

outcomes of a stroke are incurable, disablement in activities of daily living is usually 

common which is related with caregiver burden. 

2.5. Caregiver 

A person who is responsible for attending to the needs of a child or dependent adult. 

A caregiver can provide a wide range of service, depending on the degree of 

disability, economic situation and living environment of the older person. A caregiver 

is defined as the unpaid person closely involved in physical (feeding, bathing, 

toileting, walking) and emotional care (empathic listening, encouragement and 

motivation to adhere to treatment); they were commonly a family member living with 

the patient (Das et al. 2010, p.2965). Also caregiver can be formal and informal. 
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The caregiver is vulnerable to stress and strain developing as a result of 

nursing/attending to a patient over a prolonged period of time. Although the physical, 

psychological, emotional, and social consequences of care giving and its economic 

benefit to society are well recognized (Low et al. 1999, p.713), care givers needs are 

often given low priority in the management of stroke (Karr & Smith 2001, p.434). 

Advances in stroke rehabilitation have successfully reduced severe disability and 

institutionalization, which has increased the number of disabled patients living at 

home and being supported by caregivers, who feel inadequately trained, poorly 

informed, and dissatisfied with the extent of support available after discharge (Simon 

et al. 2001, p.295-7). 

2.6. Role/Responsibilities of caregiver 

Stroke survivors often have multiple needs. So the responsibility of a caregiver is not 

fixed it depends on person’s needs and level of dependency. A caregiver has no 

control over these needs. Moreover there is no fixed working schedule; usually a 

caregiver of a stroke patient assists the patient in all types of activities. The crucial 

role of caregivers in prevention, early intervention, treatment and recovery will be 

acknowledged, respected and provided with appropriate support to enable them to 

fulfill their role. In the treatment area, the role of caregiver is very important for the 

client’s improvement. 

Hudson (2004, p.4) stated the following responsibilities of a caregiver in his study, 

these are; 

 Personal care- Such as hygiene, feeding. 

 Domestic care- Such as cleaning, meal preparation. 

 Auxiliary care- Such as shopping, Transportation. 

 Social care- Such as counseling, emotional support conversing. 

 Nursing care- Such as administering medication. 

 Planning care- Such as establishing and coordinating support for the patient. 

Cohn et al. (2003, p.546) stated that caregivers have a lot of responsibilities. If the 

client stays in the traction bed, the caregivers have to do everything. In case of stroke 

patient, the caregiver has a big role. If the caregiver cannot take proper care of the 
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stroke survivor, many complication may arise which affect the recovery of stroke 

survivors.  

Being a caregiver can result in significant emotional, social and economic burden. 

Caregivers have their own needs, and are known to be at risk of experiencing 

depression, anxiety and stress. Caregivers need must be recognized and their health 

and wellbeing safeguarded. This should occur through access to information, 

resources and support programs and where necessary, to crisis assistance and respite 

care services. 

2.7. Burden 

When the responsibility seems unbearable, uncomfortable and difficult to maintain for 

a person then it may be called a burden. A caregiver may feel burden when he/she has 

to provide continuous care. The burden of caring can cause serious disruption to 

caregiver’s lives (Bugge et al. 1999, p.1519). 

2.8. Caregiver burden 

When a caregiver faces strain and feels uncomfortable providing care and when 

caring to loved one is unbearable for a caregiver. Stroke has a great impact on 

caregiver and creates lots of perceived burden of caregiver. Caregiver burden or stress 

is a multidimensional concept as it entails the physical, social, psychological and 

financial factors. Caregiver burden as described by Zarit et al. (cited in Bhattacharjee 

et al. 2012, p.114): “the state resulting from necessary caring tasks or restrictions 

that cause discomfort for the caregiver.” Caregiver burden can be: (i) objective 

means costs related to caregiving, how much physical assistance and intervention is 

needed to assist in Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) due to increased physical 

disability, cognitive impairments and housekeeping tasks, (ii) Subjective burden: The 

positive or negative feelings and perceptions of the caregiver associated with 

providing caregiving functions. Reported contributors to caregiver stress include 

financial strain, being confined to the home, changes in the relationship with the care 

recipient, noncompliance of the stroke survivor, the demands of caregiving and 

having little time for oneself (Saban & Hogan 2012, p.10). One study in Turkey 

showed that caregiver burden is an important factor on stroke prognosis and these 

factors are significantly affected by both individual and local factors in the same 

country (Ozge et al. 2009, p.139). The burden of informal caregiving often lies with 
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women where 59–75% of informal caregivers being female (Family Caregiving 

Alliance 2003). Studies demonstrate that stroke caregivers who report high levels of 

burden are at elevated risk of developing poor mental health including depressive 

symptoms (Perrin et al. 2009, p.145). Higher levels of burden was related to large 

amount of care provided, partners unmet demands for psychosocial care and their 

emotional distress (Reimer et al. 1998, p1607). A population based assessment study 

in Australia showed that almost all caregivers reported adverse effects on their 

emotional health, social activities, and leisure time, and more than half reported 

adverse effects on family relationships (Anderson et al. 1995, p.847).  

One study in India showed that caregivers of stroke survivors face a significant 

amount of strain at all times which was their first time experience. Stroke caregivers 

have experienced financial, emotional, physical and mental anxiety and have 

influence of family bonding and social customs. 80% of caregivers were women and 

majority of the patients were cared for by immediate family members for example a 

spouse, son/daughter, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, siblings etc (Das et al. 2010, 

p.1967). Also the family members had to adjust their work schedule while many had 

to give up their jobs. Younger caregivers and daughter-in-laws faced major stress but 

comparatively spouse caregivers had relatively mild stress. Overall the caregivers are 

faced a lot of burden for their stroke survivors where it is very prominent with 

younger caregivers and ultimate result severe depression (Bhattacharjee et al. 2012, 

p.115; Han & Haley 1999, p.1478).  

2.9. CRP (Occupational Therapy outpatient unit & stroke rehab 

unit) 

The Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralyzed, commonly known as CRP, was 

founded in 1979 by a small group of Bangladeshis and a British physiotherapist, 

Valerie Taylor which is situated in Savar but it has many branches over the 

Bangladesh such as Mirpur, Gonokbari, Chittagong, Sylhet, Rajshahi, and Barisal. 

Beside this CRP have outdoor facilities for person with disabilities like- pediatric unit, 

neuromusculoskelital unit, stroke rehabilitation unit, sports injury unit and hand 

therapy unit etc.  

The Occupational Therapy Outpatient Unit and Stroke Rehab unit in both Savar and 

Mirpur has been providing service to stroke survivors for many years. In CRP-Savar, 

every year large number among total patients is stroke survivors who come to have 
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rehabilitation from Occupational Therapy outpatient unit. Also in CRP-Mirpur many 

stroke survivors come to the outpatient unit and some are admitted to stroke rehab 

unit (Inpatient service). However in CRP-Savar stroke rehab unit provide service as 

outpatient service. Different types of individual therapy and group therapy are 

provided in these units. In stroke rehab unit Physiotherapists and Speech & language 

therapists work together with Occupational Therapists. There is also an academic side 

to CRP ‘Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI)’ affiliated by Dhaka 

University where three departments: Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy and 

Speech & language Therapy are run.  
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Methodology of the study is usually discussed about the following aspects: study 

design, setting, participants & sampling procedure, measuring instruments, field test 

of Caregiver Burden Scale, data collection procedure & technique, variable, data 

analysis, ethical issues, reliability and validity, dissemination of the result. 

3.1. Study Design   

Cross sectional study design was used for this study. Cross-sectional studies are 

carried out at one time point or over a short period. Data can also be collected on 

individual characteristics including exposure to risk factors, along with information 

about the outcome. In this way cross-sectional studies provide a ‘snapshot’ of the 

outcome and the characteristics associated with it, at a specific point in time. The 

purpose of the study is descriptive. Usually there is no hypothesis as such, but the aim 

is to describe a population or a subgroup within the population with respect to an 

outcome and a set of risk factors (Levin 2006, p.24).  

The purpose of this study is to find out the level of burden of caregivers of stroke 

survivors at present. Data has been collected from caregivers within three months 

which was collected at one time. In this present study the researcher has also to 

investigate associations between level of burden and demographic factors of the 

respondents and stroke survivor. Cross sectional studies are useful to identify 

associations that can then be more rigorously studied using a cohort study or 

randomized controlled study (Mann 2003, p.57). 

For this reason the researcher found the cross-sectional study design is best suitable 

for her study. 

3.2. Study Area  

The Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralyzed (CRP) was established in 1979 by a 

group of therapists. CRP is a non-government organization (NGO) which treats and 

rehabilitates people with disabilities regardless of their socio-economic means and 

aims to improve the quality of life of people with disability in Bangladesh. CRP has 

many branches over the Bangladesh. In CRP-Savar and CRP-Mirpur there has an 

Occupational Therapy outpatient unit and stroke rehabilitation unit which provide 

Chapter-3                                                      Methodology 
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services to stroke survivors and other neurological condition’s patient.  In CRP-

Mirpur there has a residential program in stroke rehab unit whereas in CRP-Savar 

stroke rehab unit serves outpatient service. The study was conducted in occupational 

therapy outpatient unit and stroke rehab unit of CRP-Savar and CRP-Mirpur. Because 

CRP is working for rehabilitation of people with disabilities and in CRP stroke 

survivor come to take treatment from different division and area of Bangladesh. So, 

they may the representative of whole Bangladesh.   

3.3. Participants  

3.3.1. Study population 

The study population was Bangladeshi caregivers of stroke survivors who have at 

least 1 month experience of taking care of the client and who were come to CRP 

within 3.5 months (Mid-August, 2013- November, 2013), who had no communication 

problem or other chronic diseases. 

3.3.2. Inclusion criteria   

 Caregivers who provided care to the stroke survivors at least for 1 month 

after stroke and who were continuing providing care at home and at CRP.  

Because different studies found that caregivers face no burden in the first few 

weeks of providing care and in this time they feel more comfortable to care 

their relatives but when they continue providing this care for a month long 

then this responsibilities seem unbearable for the caregiver and feel burden to 

continue this caring. When the duration of caregiving is increased the 

caregivers are faced with more burdens stated Grant et al. (2004, p.109-110). 

 Caregiver who had no difficulties in communication. If caregiver has 

communication problems like speech and language disorder, then they 

may not be able to provide appropriate information. 

3.3.3. Exclusion criteria 

Caregivers who were suffering from severe/chronic illnesses. It may act as a 

confounding factor to identify the caregiver burden if the caregivers already have any 

severe illnesses and they have possibility to feel more burdens in comparison with 

caregivers without any illnesses. 
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3.3.4. Sample size estimation 

The researcher purposefully selected 151 caregivers and sample had been included as 

2:1 ratio from CRP-Savar and CRP-Mirpur.          

3.3.5. Sampling procedure 

The sample was selected through purposive comprehensive sampling. The procedure 

was-include all of caregivers of stroke survivor actually who met the inclusion and 

exclusion criteria. The researcher has explained to every participant about the research 

aim, objectives. The researcher has included a sample of those who have willingly 

participated in this research. The researcher has selected participants in the purposive 

way for her study purpose.  

3.4. Field Test of Caregiver Burden Scale  

Before starting the collection of data the researcher accomplished the field test with 

the participants. The questionnaire was adapted from the Solve Elmstahl (1996) which 

is originally developed by Oremark for assessing the level of caregiver burden of 

caregiver of disabled people. To make the questionnaire feasible researcher has 

translated the main questionnaires in Bengali by five different people. The researcher 

has informed the participants about the aim and objectives of the study. Then the 

researcher has performed field testing with four to five caregivers of stroke survivors. 

It has been conducted to check the appropriateness of wording as well as easiness of 

understanding.  

3.5. Data collection  

3.5.1. Data collection technique  

Researcher has been conducted face to face interview through a structured 

questionnaire to collect information from the caregivers about their level of burden. 

Through the face to face interview the researcher developed rapport with the caregiver 

which can help to collect accurate or appropriate data/information. According to Baily 

(1997, p.96) “Interview conducted face to face are more innovate allowing the 

interviewer to interact directly and develop rapport with the interviewee”. 
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3.5.2. Data collection procedure 

At first the researcher took permission from the Head of the Occupational Therapy 

Clinical department of both Savar-CRP & Mirpur-CRP to collect data from 

Occupational Therapy unit and Stroke Rehab Unit. After that the researcher collected 

the patient schedule of stroke patients from the unit In-charge and then made a daily 

potential participant list to check the inclusion criteria. Before collecting data the 

participant were given information sheets and consent forms which was explained by 

the researcher. Participant had opportunity to ask questions and they signed the 

consent form after being satisfied. Then the researcher collected the demographic 

information from the participants. Once it had been completed the researcher 

completed the ‘Caregiver Burden Scale’ questionnaire through face to face interview. 

Through this face to face interview the interviewer had a chance to understand the 

nonverbal cues given by the interviewee who may indicate confusion or lack of 

understanding. The interviewer helped the interviewee to understand the questions by 

changing some words with the same meaning as stated Bailey (1997, p.96).  The 

entire interview was conducted in Bengali whereas questionnaire was translated into 

Bengali following WHO guidelines for translation. The researcher explained the 

question into local language that was helpful to the participant.   

3.5.3. Data collection Instruments/Tools 

 A self-demonstrated demographic questionnaire was used to collect data from 

the participant. Caregiver’s Age, Sex, Occupation, Marital status, Relationship 

with stroke survivor, caregiving hours & duration and also stroke survivor’s 

Age, Sex, Occupation, Marital status, onset of stroke were included in 

demographic questionnaire to show association with level of caregiver burden. 

 A Standardized questionnaire/tool named “Caregiver Burden Scale’’ was also 

used to collect information about caregiver burden from the participants. Data 

was collected through this Novel Caregiver Burden Scale which was adapted 

from Solve Elmstahl (1996). To make a feasible questionnaire the researcher 

has translated the main questionnaires in Bengali by five different persons 

following by WHO guideline for translation then made a standard one by cross 

checking then it was checked by a linguistic expert. The Caregiver Burden 

Scale was used to assess subjective burden. The scale was modified from a 

scale designed by Oremark for assessment of caregivers of chronically ill 
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persons. The scale has 22 items and all scored from 1 to 4 (Not At All, 

Seldom, Sometimes, Often) covering areas like the caregiver’s health, feeling 

of psychological well-being, relations, social network, physical workload, and 

environmental aspects that might be important. The scale was divided into five 

indices-general strain, isolation, disappointment, emotional involvement, and 

environment (Solve et al. 1996, p.178). Higher scores represent greater 

burden; lower scores represent minimal burden.  

 Pen and Paper were used to write down the information/data. 

3.6. Data analysis 

The data were initially analyzed using Statistical Package of Social Science (SPSS) 

software version 17.0 and Microsoft excel spreadsheet, at a descriptive level. 

Caregiver Burden Scale and Demographic questionnaire were analyzed. Demographic 

factors were discussed such as age, sex, occupation, marital status, relationship, onset 

of stroke, caregiving duration and caregiving hours etc.  

 

Caregiver Burden Scale discussed about the level of general burden and level of 

burden in five indices such as general strain, isolation, disappointment, emotional 

involvement and environment. Caregiver Burden Scale comprised of this five indices 

where general strain comprised of questions no. 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14 and 19; Isolation 

comprised of question 8, 12, 22; Disappointment (question 2, 13, 18, 20, 21); 

Emotional Involvement (6, 11, 16) and environment comprised of question no. 

9,15,17. Total Caregiver Burden Scale questionnaire score is 88 ranges from 22-88 

and in case of five domain/indices the minimum general strain score is 8 and 

maximum is 32, isolation ranges from 3-12, disappointment 5-20, emotional 

Involvement 3-12 and environment 3-12 but numerical average for the specific 

domain and overall burden has been used to interpret data or analysis. Total Caregiver 

Burden Score has been divided by three categories low burden (mean score 1.00-

1.99), Moderate burden (mean score 2.00-2.99) and High burden (mean score 3.00-

4.00). After collecting data the researcher categorized the questionnaire into these 

domains; general strain, Isolation, disappointment, emotional involvement and 

environment.  
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Researcher categorized the age into seven groups such as 18-24 years, 25-30 years, 

31-35 years, 36-40 years, 41-45 years, 46-50 years and 50+ years among both the 

caregiver and stroke survivor. Marital status categorized by married and others.  

Occupation of caregiver and stroke survivor was categorized by housewife, teacher, 

service holder, businessman, student and others and relationship was categorized by 

wife, mother, daughter, sister, husband, son, brother, father, paid caregiver and others.  

Caregiving duration and onset of stroke was categorized by 1-5 months, 6-11 months, 

12-36 months, 37-72 months and 73-120+ months. Also caregiving hours was 

categorized by 4-6 hours, 7-9 hours, 10-12 hours, 13-15 hours, and 16-19≤ hours in 

per day.  

A Pearson Chi-square test was done to show association between level of caregiver 

burden and both caregiver’s & stroke survivor’s age, sex, occupation; caregiver 

relationship with stroke survivor, onset of stroke, caregiving duration. A significant 

association has been regarded when probability value was less than 0.05 (P<0.05). 

Study also showed level of burden of caregiver in general strain, isolation, 

disappointment, emotional involvement and environment. Firstly the researcher found 

the results by SPSS software then result was presented through the pie chart, bar 

chart, column etc. Descriptive data are presented as proportions, means as 

appropriate. Results were also discussed and presented through figures and tables as 

applicable.  

 

3.7. Ethical consideration 

The researcher took permission from the ethical committee of Bangladesh Health 

Professions institute (BHPI) an academic institute of Centre for the Rehabilitation of 

the Paralyzed (CRP) to do the study and also took approval from supervisor and head 

of the department, Department of Occupational therapy, BHPI.  Researcher also took 

permission from Solve Elmstahl for using ‘Caregiver Burden Scale’ and used the 

translated version for this study. Then permission took from the Head of the 

Department of Occupational therapy service in both CRP-Savar and CRP-Mirpur for 

data collection from the caregiver. A written consent form had been signed by each 

participant who was interested to participate in the study and informed verbally about 

the topic and purpose of study. The researcher assured them that their personal 

identity will be kept confidential and all the documents were kept in a safe place 
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where only the researcher will have access. The researcher maintained ethical 

consideration in all aspect of the study. The researcher ensured that the service of 

patient will not be hampered by participants in this study. Subjects had full right to 

withdraw themselves from the study at any time without hesitation. All rights of the 

participant would be reserved and researcher is accountable to the participant to 

answer any type of study related question. Researcher also ensured that would not 

cause any harm or benefited to them but in future caregiver of stroke survivor may 

benefit from the study. 

3.8. Reliability and Validity 

 The ‘Caregiver Burden Scale’ is valid and reliable instrument to assess 

caregiver burden (Solve et al. 1996, p.177). 

 The ‘Caregiver Burden Scale’ was individually discussed with each 

participant and full time for questions were given to them prior to 

complete the questionnaire. 

 Caregiver Burden Scale requires only 10-15 minutes time to complete. 

 ‘Caregiver Burden Scale’ is perfect for assessing burden of caregiver of 

stroke survivor (Solve et al. 1996, p.178). 

3.9. Dissemination of result 

This is academic research which was done to complete the degree of B. Sc. in 

Occupational Therapy. The research will be published in the Library of the Academic 

Institute named BHPI Library and a copy will go to occupational therapy department 

in both Savar-CRP & Mirpur-CRP. 
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Socio-demographic Characteristics of the Caregiver: 

Demographic data of caregiver and stroke survivor are listed in Table-1. The Table 

shows that among 151 participants, most of the participants were (66.9%) female 

(n=101) and 33.1% were male (n=50) where 74.8% (n=113) were married, 23.2% 

(n=35) were unmarried or single, 1.3% (n=2) were widow and only one participant 

was divorcee.  

In case of caregiver age most of the caregiver’s age ranges were from 18-24 years and 

mean age was 36.41 years and the Table-1 describes 19.9% (n=30) were of 18-24 

years, 17.2% (n=26) were of 25-30 years, 13.2% (n=20) were of 31-35 years, 13.2% 

(n=20) participants age were of 36-40 years, 13.2% (n=20) were 41-45 years, 16.6% 

(n=25) were of 46-50 years and 50+ years of participants were 6.6% (n=10).  

Regarding their relationship with stroke survivor, most of the caregivers were wife 

(36.4%, n=55), 13.9% (n=21) were daughter, 10.6% (n=16) were son, 8.6% (n=13) 

were paid caregiver, 7.9% (n=12) were husband, 5.3% (n=8) were mother, 6.6 % 

(n=10) were brother, 2.6% (n=4) were sister and 7.9% (n=12) had other relationship 

such as nephew (n=3), daughter-in-law (n=5), grand-child (n=2), sister-in-law(n=1), 

brother-in-law (n=1) with stroke survivor (Table-1).  

Among all the participants (n=151), 58.9% (n=89) were housewife, 11.3% (n=17) 

were student, 8.6% (n=13) were businessman, 2.6% (n=4) were teacher, service 

holder were 4.6%(n=7) and13.8% (n=21) had other occupation such as farmer 2.6%,  

driver 1.3%, day laborer also 1.3%, only one participant was lawyer & unemployed 

9.9% (Table-1).  

Most of the participants 60.9% (n=92) were providing care about 1-5 months, 19.2% 

(n=29) were providing care about 6-11 months, 13.9% (n=21) 12-3 6 months, 2.6% 

(n=4) 37-72 months, 3.3% (n=5) 73-120 months and mean duration was 11. 28 

months (Table-1).  

Chapter-4                                                                    Result 
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Table-1 also shows that most of the caregivers (41.7%, n=63) provided 16-19 hours 

and more care to their relative/stroke survivor per day where mean hours was 13.74 

hours, 21.9% (n=33) provided total 10-12 hours of care per day, 21.2% (n=32) 

provided 13-15 hours of total care, 13.2% (n=20) provided care about 7-9 hours in a 

day and 2% (n=3) provided care about 4-6 hours in every day. 

Socio-demographic Characteristics of the stroke survivor: 

Among 151 stroke survivor, most were male than female and Table-1 shows 100 

stroke survivors (66.2%) were male where female were 51 (33.8%). Most of the 

stroke survivor were married, few were widow both female & male and very few 

survivors were single and the Table-1 presented 76.8% (n=116) were married, 3.3% 

(n=5) were single, 10.6% (n=16) were widow (female) and 9.3% (n=14) survivors 

were divorcee.  

Regarding to survivors age, most of survivor’s age were above 50 years (43%, n=65), 

3.3% (n=5) survivor was of 18-24 years, 25-30 years of were 2% (n=3), 31-35 years 

of were 7.9% (n=12), 36-40 years of were 6.6% (n=10), 41-45 years of were 9.3% 

(n=14) and 46-50 years of survivors were 27% (n=42) and mean age was 51.97 years. 

In respect with stroke survivor’s occupation, 31.1% (n=47) survivors were housewife 

where 20.5% (n=31) were businessman, 17.9% (n=27) were service holder, 5.3% 

(n=8) were teacher, 1.3% (n=2) were student and 23.8% (n=36) survivors had some 

other occupation such as farmer, day laborer, driver, retired person (Table-1).  

In terms of duration of having stroke, 49.7% (n=75) survivors had been affected by 

stroke for 1-5 months whereas 24.5% (n=37) were for 6-11 months, 19.9% (n=30) 

were for 12-36 months, 2.6% (n=4) were for 37-72 months and 3.3% (n=5) had been 

affected for 73-120 months and mean duration was 12.29 months (Table-1). 
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Table-1 Characteristics by Socio-demographic factors and care 

information of the Caregivers (n=151) and stroke survivors at CRP, 

Bangladesh. 

Parameters Caregivers  

n=151, % 

Stroke Survivors 

n=151, % 

Age   

18-24 years 30(19.9%) 5(3.3%) 

25-30 years 26(17.2%) 3(2%) 

31-35 years 20(13.2%) 12(7.9%) 

36-40 years 20(13.2%) 10(6.6%) 

41-45 years 20(13.2%) 14(9.3%) 

46-50 years 25(16.6%) 42(27.8%) 

50+ years 10(6.6%) 65(43%) 

Mean Age(±SD*) 

Sex 

36.41±11.56 51.97±11.84 

 

Female 101(66.9%) 50(33.8%) 

Male 50(33.1%) 100(66.2%) 

Occupation   

Housewife 89(58.9%) 47(31.1%) 

Teacher 4(2.6%) 8(5.3%) 

Service Holder 7(4.6%) 27(17.9%) 

Businessman 13(8.6%) 31(20.5%) 

Student 17(11.3%) 2(1.3%) 

Others 21(13.8%) 36(23.8%) 

Marital Status   

Married 113(74.8%) 116(76.8%) 

Others 38(25.2%) 35(23.3%) 

Relationship   

Wife 55(36.4%) ---- 

Mother 8(5.3%) ---- 

Daughter 21(13.9%) ---- 

Sister 4(2.6%) ---- 

Husband 12(7.9%) ---- 

Son 16(10.6%) ---- 

Brother 10(6.6%) ---- 

Paid Caregiver 13(8.6%) ---- 

Others 12(7.9%) ---- 

Caregiving Duration   

1-5 months 92(60.9%) ---- 

6-11 months 29(19.2%) ---- 

12-36 months 21(13.9%) ---- 

37-72 months 4(2.6%) ---- 
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73-120+ months 5(3.3%) ---- 

            Mean ±SD            11.28±17.95  

Daily Caregiving Hours   

4-6 hours 3(2%) ---- 

7-9 hours 20(13.2%) ---- 

10-12 hours 33(21.9%) ---- 

13-15 hours 32(21.2%) ---- 

16-19 & more hours 63(41.7%) ---- 

              Mean ±SD 13.74±4.31  

Onset of stroke   

1-5 months ---- 75(49.7%) 

6-11 months ---- 37(24.5%) 

12-36 months ---- 30(19.9%) 

37-72 months ---- 4(2.6%) 

73-120+ months 

Mean ±SD 

---- 5(3.3%) 

12.29±18.4 

 

Caregiving burden: 

The study examined the caregiver burden using Caregiver Burden scale which consist 

five domains. This scale analyzed the total caregiving burden as well as its five 

domains- general strain, isolation, disappointment, emotional involvement and 

environment. 

Overall caregiver burden: 

Analyzing Caregiver Burden scale the researcher found out the overall burden. Table-

2 shows that most (78.8%, n=119) of the caregivers of stroke survivor have moderate 

burden, where as a significantly small percentage (12.6%, n=19) of caregivers have 

higher burden and only 8.6% caregivers have low burden respectively (Figure-1) 
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Figure-1: Level of caregiver burden 

 

                 

Figure-1: Level of caregiver burden 

 

General strain: 

Respectively half of the caregiver mentioned moderate burden in case of general 

strain where one third of the caregiver were reported higher burden in this domain and 

only small proportion of the caregiver reported low burden. Table-2 shows that 58.9% 

(n=89) were faced moderate burden in case of general strain, 37.7% (n=57) were 

faced higher burden and 3.3% (n=5) were faced low burden in general strain (Figure-

2). 

Isolation: 

Table-2 shows more than half of caregivers (63.65%, n=96) felt moderate burden of 

being isolated, at least one third (27.2%, n=47) felt high burden of being isolated and 

a small number (9.3%, n=14) of caregiver thought low burden of being isolated 

(Figure-2). 

Disappointment: 

Respectively a difference had been observed in disappointment. More than half 

(60.3%, n=91) of caregiver reported higher disappointment where a significantly little 

number (2%, n=3) of caregivers were in low level of disappointment and the rest of 

them (37.7%, n=57) were in moderate level of disappointment (Figure-2). 

8.6% 

78.8% 

12.6% 

Level of Caregiver Burden 

Low burden (1.00-1.99)

Moderate burden (2.00-
2.99)

High burden (3.00-4.00)
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Emotional involvement: 

Table-2 presents that 59.6% (90 caregivers) were faced low emotional burden 

regarding to the care for their stroke survivors, 30.5% (46 caregivers) were faced 

moderate emotional burden and 9.9% (15 caregivers) were faced higher emotional 

burden during caring for their relatives (Figure-2). 

Environment: 

A large number of caregivers faced low burden regarding the environment when 

caring for their relatives. Table-2 shows 78.8% (n=119) caregivers faced low 

environmental burden, 20.5% (n=31) faced moderate burden from environment and 

only one caregiver (0.7%) was faced high environmental burden during providing 

care for his/her near ones (Figure-2). 

 

Table-2: Prevalence of overall burden and different domains of caregiver 

burden by level of burden among caregivers of stroke survivors at CRP- 

Savar and CRP- Mirpur, Bangladesh.  

Component Low 

Burden(1.00 - 

1.99) 

Moderate 

Burden(2.00 - 

2.99) 

High 

Burden(3.00 - 

4.00) 

 

Overall burden(2.04±0.460)* 

N=151 (%) N=151 (%) N=151 (%) 

13(8.6%) 119(78.8%) 19(12.6%) 

General strain(2.34±0.542) 5(3.3%) 89(58.9%) 57(37.7%) 

Isolation(2.19±0.593) 14(9.3%) 96(63.6%) 47(27.2%) 

Disappointment(2.58±0.534) 3(2%) 57(37.7%) 91(60.3%) 

Emotional 

Involvement(1.5±0.672) 

90(59.6%) 46(30.5%) 15(9.9%) 

Environment(1.22±0.43) 119(78.8%) 31(20.5%) 1(0.7%) 

*(Mean ± SD) 
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Figure-2: Level of burden among caregiver of stroke survivors in five 

domains 

 

 

Association between level of burden and Caregiver’s & stroke 

survivor’s socio-demographic characteristics: 

In the following Table-3 shows the association between level of burden and 

demographic characteristics of the caregiver & stroke survivor. A Pearson Chi-square 

test was performed to show association between these variables. Regarding to 

caregiver age, X
 2

 (12, N=151) = 27.872, P = 0.006, there was significant association 

between caregiver age and level of burden and burden increases with the increases of 

caregiver age. Table-3 shows from 18-24 years only 5.3% (1 caregiver) were faced 

higher burden which gradually increased with caregiver age and from 50+ years 

26.3% (n=5) caregivers of total 19 caregivers were faced higher burden. 

 

Also there was strong association between caregiver sex and level of burden, X
 2

 (2, 

N=151) = 12.42, p= 0.002 and female were faced more burden than male (Table-3). 

Also caregiver occupation was significantly associated with the level of caregiver 

burden, X
 2

 (10, N=151) = 18.982, p= 0.04 where housewives were faced higher 

burden than others. Regarding to the relationship with stroke survivor there was 
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significant association with caregiver burden, X
 2

 (16, N=151) = 28.696, p= 0.026 that 

means burden were increased according to nature of relationship among caregiver and 

stroke survivor and closer relatives were faced less burden  

In case of total caregiving hours in a day, X
 2

 (8, N=151) = 20.439, p= 0.009 that 

means there was a significant association between caregiving hours and caregiver 

burden which was increased with time as shown in Table-3. 

In case of stroke survivors characteristics, there is no significant association between 

survivors age, {X
 2

 (12, N=151) = 12.789, p= 0.385}, sex {X
 2

 (2, N=151) = 0.732, p= 

0.625} but have a strong association with duration of having stroke and burden was 

increased with stroke duration {X
 2

 (8, N=151) = 39.297, p= 0.000}. Also a strong 

association has been found between caregiving duration and level of caregiver burden, 

X
 2

 (8, N=151) = 38.199, p= 0.000 (Table-4). 
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Table-3: Association between caregiver’s socio-demographic factors and 

level of caregiver burden among caregivers of stroke survivors at CRP, 

Bangladesh. 

Parameters Level of caregiver burden Total  X
2 

 

Value 

P-

value 

 

 Low 

Burden 

n=13,  

Moderate 

Burden  

n=119,  

High Burden  

n=19,  

   

Caregiver age 

18-24 years 2 27 1 30  

 

 

27.872 

 

 

 

0.006 

25-30 years 5 19 2 26 

31-35 years 3 17 0 20 

36-40 years 1 15 4 20 

41-45 years 0 18 2 20 

46-50 years 2 18 5 26 

50+ years 0 5 5 10 

Caregiver sex  

Female 6 76 19 101 12.420 0.002 

Male 7 43 0 50 

Caregiver Occupation 

Housewife 5 66 18 89   

Teacher 0 4 0 4  

 

18.982 

 

 

0.040 
Service 

Holder 

2 5 0 7 

Businessman 1 12 0 13 

Student 1 16 0 17   

Others 4 16 1 21 

Relationship with stroke survivors 

Wife  1 41 13 55  

 

 

 

28.696 

 

 

 

 

0.026 

Mother  0 6 2 8 

Daughter 3 17 1 21 

Sister 1 3 0 4 

Husband 0 12 0 12 

Son 2 14 0 16 

Brother 2 8 0 10 

Paid 

caregiver 

1 9 3 13 

Others 3 9 0 12 

Caregiving hours/day 

4-6 hours 2 1 0 3  

 

20.439 

 

 

0.009 
7-9 hours 3 16 1 20 

10-12 hours 4 23 6 33 

13-15 hours 1 25 6 32 

16-19≤ 

hours 

3 54 6 63 
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Table-4: Association between level of caregiver burden and stroke 

survivor’s demographic factor & caregiving duration among caregivers of 

stroke survivors at CRP, Bangladesh. 

Parameters  Level of caregiver burden Total  X
2 

 

Value 

P-

value 

 Low 

Burden 

n=13 

Moderate 

Burden 

n=119 

High Burden 

n=19 

   

Stroke survivors age 

18-24 years 0 5 0 5  

 

12.789 

 

 

 

 

 

0.385 

 

 

 

25-30 years 0 3 0 3 

31-35 years 3 7 2 12 

36-40 years 0 9 1 10 

41-45 years 0 14 0 14 

46-50 years 5 31 6 42 

50+ years 5 50 10 65 

Survivors sex 

Female 5 41 5 51 0.625 0.732 

Male 8 78 14 100 

Onset of stroke 

1-5 months 13 59 3 75  

 

39.297 

 

 

0.000 

6-11 months 0 31 6 37 

12-36 months 0 25 5 30 

37-72 months 0 3 1 4 

73-120+months 0 1 4 5 

Caregiving Duration 

1-5 months 12 76 4 92  

 

38.199 

 

 

0.000 

6-11 months 1 21 7 29 

12-36 months 0 19 2 21 

37-72 months 0 1 3 4 

73-120+ months 0 2 3 5 
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5.1. Socio-demographic characteristics of the caregiver: 

Socio-demographic characteristics are a strong predictor of perceived caregiver 

burden and sex is an important factor of socio-demographic characteristics. Regarding 

the socio-demographic status this study findings is similar to other study findings. 

This study finding revealed that 66.9% (n=101) caregivers were female and 33.1% 

(50 caregivers) were male. Several studies have been done on stroke caregiver and 

they found similar findings as Reimer et al. (1998, p.1607) reported in their study that 

77% caregiver were female and Das et al. (2010, p.2976) reported caregiver were 

younger and more commonly women (86%) in their study. Also Chow et al. (2007, 

p.137) reported 59.1% caregivers were female while Anderson et al. (1995, p.847) 

reported 82% of their study were female caregivers. Females are more commonly 

devoted for managing household works and for caring family members thus most of 

the caregivers were female in comparison with male.  

In this study, it was also found that the most of the caregivers were middle aged 

(mean age 36.41 years) and majority (19.9%) of the caregivers were of 18-24 years. 

Also most of the caregiver’s age group was similar to other group. Previous studies 

had been said different things. As one study finding revealed that the vast majority of 

family caregivers are female and middle aged according to National Alliance for 

Caregiving and the American Association for Retired Persons, 1997 (cited in 

Bookwala & Schulz 2000, p.607) and also Das et al. (2010, p.2967) found in their 

study in India that mean age of caregiver was 42.5 years where Anderson et al. (1995) 

found that caregiver ages ranged from 30 to 80 years (mean, 58 years) and Suh et al. 

(2004, p.614) found caregivers mean age was 44.61years. Also Chumbler et Al. 

(2004, p.948) stated caregivers mean age was 59.9 years. In Bangladesh caregivers 

are any member of the family or outside of the family rather than spouse only in 

comparison with other country where commonly spouses are main caregiver. Thus 

caregiver age differed from other study.  

Marital status is another important component of socio-demographic factor. By this 

study total 74.8% (n=113) were married and rest of the caregiver were never married, 

Chapter-5                                                              Discussion 
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widow and divorcee. Study on stroke caregiver revealed similar findings as Rigby et 

al. (2009, p.154) reported 88.4% caregiver were married, 11.6% were not married. 

Huges et al. (1999, p.538) reported majority (72.9%) of the caregiver were married 

and Suh et al. (2004, p.614) mentioned 77.8% caregiver were married.  

In regard to caregiver occupation, most of the caregivers (58.9%) in this study were 

housewives. In this study most of the caregivers were female and in Bangladesh 

usually female are less engaged with any outside occupation, they usually are 

housewives. Das et al. (2010, p.2967) reported similar things on their study that 71% 

of the caregivers were housewife, 24% of were in services and rest of them were 

retired & unemployed. 

 

The caregiver relationship with stroke survivor is also an important factor for 

determining burden. In this study most of the caregivers were wife (36.4%), daughter 

(13.9%), son (10.6%), and paid caregiver (8.6%) respectively. Pervious findings 

revealed similar things as Rigby et al. (2009, p.154) reported regarding relationship 

44.6% were wife, 18.9% husband, 25.7% daughter. Also Huges et al. (1999, p.538) 

reported majority of the caregiver (55.3%) were spouses, 17.9% were child and 15.1% 

other relative. Mackenzie et al. (2007, p.114) reported that the majorities of caregiver 

were spouses (57%) and other caregiver relationships were daughters (19%), sons 

(5%), mothers (5%) and daughter in law (12%) and Chow et al. (2007, p.137) 

reported approximately half of the caregivers were the spouses who accounted for 

54.5% for their study. In Bangladesh family bonding is strong than western country 

and the entire family member are eager to provide care though they have or have not 

spouses.  

Caregiving duration also is an important predictor of burden. Current study finding 

revealed most of the (60.9%, n=92) caregivers were providing care for 1-5 months 

(mean 11.29 months).  A study of Kamel et al. (2012, p.149) on stroke caregiver 

revealed that the median duration of caregiving was 12 months, ranging from 3 to 96 

months (8 years) on their study. Also long term caregiving is a dynamic process, 

burden changes over time. During 1
st
 months caregiver may not feel significant 

burden, it can change overtime. 

 

Another important component of socio-demographic factor is caregiving hours in a 

day which predicts caregiver burden. Current study findings stated that vast majority 
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of the caregivers (41.7%) provided at least 16-19 hours care and more in a day to their 

stroke survivors where only 2% spent 4-6 hours for care and rest of the caregivers 

were spent similar hour for care between in these hours group and mean caregiving 

hours was 13.74 hours. This finding were similar to another study as Choi-Kwon et al. 

(2005, p.1044) stated that in South Korea, caregivers spent more than 15 hours of 

caregiving a day to their survivors. Current findings which differed from some other 

study as Elmastahl et al. (1996, p.179) reported the mean weekly time of caregiver 

assistance was less than 10 hours for half of the caregivers and spouse caregivers were 

spent more time than other caregivers and their relatives. Also Kamel et al. (2012, 

p.149) mentioned that caregivers reported that they spent 4.15 hours each day 

assisting stroke survivors in their ADLs. In Bangladesh, culturally a person is 

dependent on their family member for care and when they get ill. Also caregivers of 

that ill family member always stand for the survivors when they need help which 

supposed to greater hours. 

5.2. Socio-demographic characteristics of the stroke survivor: 

The present study exposed that majority of the stroke survivors were male (66.2%) 

and this finding is similar to previous study findings as Reimer et al. (1998, p.1607) 

reported in their study that most patients were male (77%) and Huges et al. (1999, 

p.538) reported half of the stroke survivors were men. Kao & McHugh (2004, p.125) 

reported 51 % of those care recipient were male and 49% female.  

 

Regarding stroke survivor’s age in this study, it was found that most of the stroke 

survivor’s age was 50+ years where mean age was 51.97 years. In similar with this 

finding Suh et al. (2004, p.614)  reported that patient mean age 56, ranged from 36 to 

82 years and  nearly 70% of the patients were over 50 years of age on their study. 

Huges et al. (1999, p.538) reported survivors mean age 70.8 years and McCullagh et 

al. (2005, p.2183) reported the mean age of patients was 74 years. Kamel et al. (2012, 

p.149) reported that the 116 stroke survivors ranged from 38 to 100 years of age, with 

a mean age of 68 years. In Bangladesh person’s average life expectancy is 66.8 years 

(BBS, 2011) and they get ill from early age may be due to lack of awareness about 

healthy lifestyle and illiteracy of people so that mean age of stroke survivors vary 

from other country. 
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Although the stroke survivor’s marital status was not related to burden but it is an 

important factor of socio-demographic characteristics and this study found that most 

of the survivors (76.8%) were married and rest were widow and single. Traditionally 

Bangladeshi people care to their family member whether they are spouse or not due to 

strong family bonding. Another study on stroke caregivers exposed similar things that 

Suh et al. (2004, p.614) reported that a large majority of the stroke survivors were 

married (77.8%). Kamel et al. (2012, p.149) reported that majority of stroke survivor 

either married (56%) or widowed (40.5%). 

The present study also found that most of the stroke survivors (31.1%) were 

housewife and in case of male survivor most of were businessman (20.5%), service 

holder (17.9%) and others (23.3%) were retired person, farmer, day laborer. Several 

studies revealed similar findings. Suh et al. (2004, p.614) reported that majority of 

stroke survivor (76.0%) of their study were not working. Das et al. (2010, p.2967) 

reported on their study that 50% were housewife, service holder 19%, retired 26% and 

unemployed 5%.  

 

Stroke survivor’s onset of stroke is also a powerful predictor of perceived burden. 

This study finding revealed that a most of the stroke survivors (49.7%) were having 

stroke for 1-5 months and rest of the survivors were for 6-11 months and 12-36 

months where mean duration of stroke attack was 12.29 months. In similar to this 

finding Suh et al. (2004, p.614) reported that the mean duration of first stroke attack 

was 11.8 months but Das et al. (2010, p.2967) reported on their study the mean 

duration of stroke attack was 46.57 months. 

5.3. Level of burden of caregiver of stroke survivor: 

Data on caregiver burden assessed by the Caregiver Burden Scale (CBS) indicate 

there is a wide variation in the five main domains among caregivers of stroke 

survivor.  

The findings from this study showed that the results indicated level of burden about 

general strain, isolation, disappointment, emotional involvement, environment and 

socio demographic data. The Caregiver burden scale indicated that a higher score 

means a higher burden and lower scores means less burden. In this situation the 

researcher found the result in the five main aspects such as general strain, isolation, 
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disappointment, emotional involvement and environment are different in level of 

burden. In this research total level of higher burden rate is only 12.6%, moderate 

burden rate is 78.8% and lower burden rate is 8.6%. So, from this study researcher 

could be said that most of the caregivers faced moderate level of burden. However, 

few studies have been observed higher level of burden among caregiver of stroke 

survivor. King & Semik (2006, p.41) stated in their studies that caregivers of stroke 

survivors report high levels of stress and burden. Han & Haley (1999, p.1478) stated 

that family caregiver of the stroke survivors have potentially high burden and 

Greveson et al. (1991, p.340) stated that caregiver experiences higher level of burden. 

Also Reimer et al. (1998, p.375) found that relatively high mean burden among stroke 

caregivers where McGullah et al. (2005, p.2183) estimated moderate burden among 

stroke caregiver.  Culturally Bangladeshi people feel emotional and they are eager to 

take care of their relatives. So they don’t ever see it as a burden. Also in Bangladesh 

sometimes an ill person is cared for by multiple caregiver or family members rather 

than a single person so it may seems to lessen the burden level. Most of the caregivers 

of this study were provided care to their relatives for 1-5 months which supposed to 

create fewer burden because caregiving burden are increased over time. 

5.3.1. General strain: 

The caregivers of stroke survivors who care for their relatives have moderate 

caregiver burden score. Half of the caregivers (58.9%, n=89) have moderate burden 

regarding general strain and 37.7% (n=57) percent have higher level of general strain 

where only 3.3% (n=5) have low level of general burden. This finding is slightly 

different from another study (Haley et al. 2009, p.2131) which found overall levels of 

strain, 44% of caregivers reported no strain, 41.33% reported some strain, and 14.67% 

reported a lot of strain. Where Ory et al. (1999, p.180) stated in terms of physical 

strain, overall, caregivers reported a moderate degree of strain. Bangladeshi people 

cordially accept an ill family member and due to having a strong family relationship 

stroke survivors are cared by not only a single person. All members of the family are 

devoted to take care of the survivor in need and generally exhibit fewer burdens 

which are expected. Also there is an important aspect to consider that burden is also 

dependent on caregiving duration. This study discover most caregiver of stroke 

survivor explicit moderate level of general strain but also a remarkable number of 

caregiver have higher level of strain in general where most of were female, housewife 
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and have spousal relationship. Elmastahl et al. (1996, p.179) mentioned in their study 

that type of relationship was correlated with greater level of general strain. It is also a 

breaking point that caregiver who has moderate strain are at risk to have higher in 

general strain over longer period of time. 

5.3.2. Isolation: 

Isolation is also an important domain of caregiving burden. When a member within 

the family becomes ill other members have to give attention to him/her even though 

they have already so much family responsibility. When a caregiver tries to balance 

both responsibilities they have to deprived from other responsibilities and time from 

own self thus it leading so much isolation. This study identified that 63.6% (n=96) 

caregivers were moderate level of isolation and about 27.2% (n=47) caregivers were 

higher isolated where age of the caregiver were have similar distribution in all age 

groups. It is also found that female, in relationship who were  wife, daughter and paid 

caregiver exhibit greater isolation than male caregiver and Elmastahl et al. (1996, 

p.179) stated that spouses were experienced greater isolation than other caregiver. 

Schulze et al. (1988, p.140) stated that caregivers experience unacceptably high levels 

of burden, leading to isolation and exhaustion. Also caregiver isolation leads to poor 

quality of life of stroke survivor.  Elmastahl et al. (1996, p.179) mentioned in their 

study that poor quality of life among patients was positively correlated to caregivers 

burdens for isolation and emotional involvement. 

5.3.3. Disappointment:   

Disappointment also is an important factor of caregiver burden. In this research 

surprising result was found about disappointment. More than half of the caregivers 

(60%, n=91) have higher level of disappointment who were female (housewife) and 

their relationship was wife, daughter and husband. That means caregivers who have 

closer relationship with stroke survivor exhibit greater disappointment. This finding 

was similar as in the study of Elmastahl et al. (1996, p.179) and there he mentioned 

that caregiver relationship was correlated with caregiver disappointment and spouses 

are experienced higher level of disappointment than other caregivers. In this study it 

was revealed that among the five domains of Caregiver Burden Scale, participants are 

highly disappointed than other domain. This may be due to most of the caregiver in 
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Bangladesh was family member and family members always worry for their ill family 

member. This leads to disappointment of that family member. 

5.3.4. Emotional Involvement: 

In this study, it was showed a different picture regarding emotional burden than other 

domain. This study found that more than half of the caregivers (60%, n=90) were 

faced with lower emotional burden where only 9.9% (n=15) caregiver faced higher 

emotional burden and rest of them have moderate burden regarding emotional 

involvement. But Ory et al. (1999, p.180) stated in terms of emotional strain 

caregivers reported a moderate degree of strain. Also Reimer et al. (1998, p.1608) 

found among 115 caregivers, 66 caregivers emotional status was very good where 34 

caregivers have moderate emotional status and only 15 have very poor emotional 

status. But Anderson et al. (1995, p.843) found that caregiver of stroke survivor have 

higher degree emotional distress suggest that caregiver may have unmet needs. This 

study also revealed those only females who were housewives, wife in relationship and 

provided long periods of care explicit high emotional burden where in this study no 

male caregiver faced any emotional burden. Other research found that women 

caregivers to report more symptoms of emotional disorders than men caregivers 

(Vincent et al. 2009, p. 660; Bakas et al. 2006, p. 38; Tiegs et al. 2006, p.59; Berg et 

al. 2005, p.640; White et al. 2003, p.186; Dennis et al. 1998, p.1867). Reimer et al. 

(1998, p.1608) stated that caregiver unmet demands for psychosocial care and their 

emotional distress were related especially to higher levels of burden. Also caregiver 

emotional distress also may relate if the stroke survivors were depressed and become 

functionally dependent on caregiver. Dennis et al. (1998, p.1897) mentioned 

caregivers suffered more emotional distress if the patients had been dependent before 

their strokes and emotionally depressed themselves. In Bangladesh initially caregiver 

were not so emotionally depressed because in this time they become adjust with 

caregiving but when time elapses they become more emotionally depressed if there is 

no improvement of survivor’s functional status. 

5.3.5. Environment:  

In comparison to the environment, the score was much lower, thus less important. 

This study findings shown that more than two-third of caregivers (78.8%) were have 

lower environmental burden where only one caregiver had higher environmental 
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burden and rest of them had moderate burden. Those who have moderate 

environmental burden were female (housewife), wife as relationship and provided 

long term care to the survivors. The researcher could say that the environment did not 

create so many burdens for caregiver. It may depend on several factors, may be the 

environment was more supportive for the caregiver or as there was not a fixed 

caregiver for the stroke survivors thus it may didn’t create significant burden for 

caregiver. Also Bangladeshi people are so much hospitable and there also have a good 

relationship with neighbors and they always eager to help the caregiver and stroke 

survivors and this may decrease the caregiving burden regarding environment. Also 

Elmastahl et al. (1996, p.179) found caregivers to patients with an extrovert 

personality showed less burden, general strain, and influence of environment. 

So the researcher can say that caregivers of stroke survivors greater disappointed, 

moderately isolated from society and having strain in general where environment 

didn’t create so burden for them and their emotional status during care was good 

when divided the burden into different domain. A better support system can minimize 

this breaking point. 

5.4. Association between caregiver & stroke survivor’s 

characteristics and caregiving burden:   

This study set out to also show association in between level of burden and caregiver 

characteristics (age, sex, occupation, relationship with stroke survivor, caregiving 

duration, caregiving hours) and stroke survivor characteristics (age, sex, onset of 

stroke).  

In respect with caregiver’s age, this study showed that there was an association 

(P=0.006) between caregiver age and caregiver burden and it increases with increased 

age that means older caregiver experienced higher burden. But other research finding 

was reverse to this as Fitting & Rabins (cited in Huges et al. 1999, p.534) found that 

younger caregivers experience greater burden than older caregiver. Also Morrison 

(1999, p.266) stated caregiver burden at six months was predicted by caregiver age as 

older caregiver were less burdened. But Huges et al. (1999, p.539) stated that 

increased caregiver age was significantly related to decreased caregiver physical and 

emotional role functioning and McCullah et al. (2005, p.2183) mentioned that there 

was a negative correlation between caregiver age and increased caregiver burden. 
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This was happened because caregiver burden may differ from different society, 

cultures, familism and individualism according to Morimoto et al. (2003, p.222). In 

western country older people have their own caregiver rather than they were being a 

caregivers for ill person and they are facilitate from old care centre and Goldstein et 

al. (1981, p.27) suggested that in greater old age, roles may be less disturbed because 

there are fewer obligations to other family members in western country. But in 

Bangladesh both young and old are caregiver of their relatives and older caregivers 

also have to take care of own-self where patients also are totally dependent on 

caregiver. Older caregiver are physically less fit than younger caregivers and when 

older caregivers must care for their-self and stroke survivors, there is a higher burden 

for them.  

Also caregiver sex is a strong predictor of caregiver burden as this study found strong 

association (P= .002) between caregiver sex and perceived burden where female 

exhibit higher burden than male caregiver. Several studies also discover similar 

findings. Ory et al. (1999, p.180) revealed women reported more physical and 

emotional strain than did men. Kao & McHugh (2004, p.124) stated that female 

caregivers had significantly higher scores on all five caregiver burden subscales than 

did male caregivers but Wu, Hu & Yao (cited in Kao & McHugh 2004, p.124) found 

no significant relationship between caregiver sex and caregiver burden. However, Wu 

et al. (cited in Kao & McHugh 2004, p.124) found that women explicit significantly 

higher scores on caregiver burden than men. Chiou (cited in Kao & McHugh 2004, 

p.124) also found that female caregivers experienced greater physical burden than 

male caregivers though the differences in emotional, social, and financial burden were 

not significant. All over the countries most of the caregivers were female and have 

higher burden may be due to female are more unstable physically, 

mentally/emotionally which push them into greater burden as other studies said, 

Bookwala & Schulz (2000, p.613) stated that male caregivers may be more physically 

able to assist their functionally disabled wife with the labor-intensive activities of 

heavy housework and using the toilet than are female caregivers to assist their 

husband. Skaff & Pearlin's (1992, p.662) found that female caregivers report 

experiencing a greater loss of self than male caregivers.  

 

Regarding the caregiver occupation, this study showed significant association (p= 

0.04) between burden level and caregiver occupation. Similar to this findings 
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Kniepmann (2012, p.213) stated in his study that occupational loss is associated with 

higher levels of burden and lower mental health among caregivers. This is because 

burden can differ depending on different occupation and as caregivers have to attend 

certain responsibilities require by the occupation in daily basis, so if they also have to 

take responsibilities of ill family members creates a lots of burden for them. 

But Wenger (1990, p.217) stated different thing that caregiver may see caring as an 

extension of the marital relationship and not experienced as burdensome. This may 

happen in cases of housewives, because they cannot consider house holding activities 

and home management as an occupation. When they have to play caregiver role as an 

extension of their role, may be consider this role as a mandatory family 

responsibilities. That’s why it may not become a burden for them.  

 

In respect with caregiver relationship with stroke survivor, the existing study found 

out that there is a significant association (P= .026) between caregiver relationship 

with survivors and caregiving burden level. This study revealed caregivers who were 

wives, daughters and paid caregiver explicit higher burden. This finding is consistent 

with other study. Esdorfer, Mui & Rankin et al. (cited in Hughes et al. 1999, p.553) 

stated that with respect to relationship studies have found that wives and daughters 

exhibit greater burden than husbands and sons and caregiver relationship was 

significantly related to burden but he also stated that spousal caregiver had lower 

burden scores than nonrelated caregivers. Also Morimoto et al. (2003, p.219) also 

found that caregiver who were wives reported significantly higher burden than other 

caregivers. From this study and different literature review it is found that most of the 

caregivers were wives and daughter and as female are less stable than male so they 

felt greater burden. Also it is estimated that closer relationship has greater burden may 

be due to they were continuously worry about their nearest one and they spent more 

time for caring than other. Cantor (1983, p.601) found that the closer relationship (i.e. 

comparing spouse, child, other relative, friend), the greater the reported strain. In case 

of a formal/paid caregiver, they were bound to provide continuous care to the 

survivors which put them under greater strain. 

 

The existing study also found a strong association (P= 0.000) between caregiving 

duration and caregiver burden level. Results showed increased duration of providing 
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care is associated to increased caregiving burden. Several studies Anderson et al. 

(1995, p.843) observed long-term consequences of informal caregiving and Reimer et 

al. (1998, p.1605) observed caregiver burden increases over time. Initially caregivers 

are more comfortable with caregiving responsibilities when caregiving duration 

increases they feel more burden. Grant et al. (2004, p.110) found that during first 

month caregivers became comfortable with the caregiving routine and viewed 

caregiving problems and their associated feelings more objectively. Feelings are very 

intense during this time and family members starting to feel more confident in the 

third to fourth week of caregiving.  

 

Also this study showed a significant association between caregiving hours in a day 

and level of caregiver burden. Study revealed that increased caregiving time exhibit 

increased burden. Similarly Morimoto et al. (2003, p.219) found that increased 

caregiving hours significantly related to increased burden and caregivers who 

provided more hours of care had the greatest burden. The National Alliance for 

Caregiving 1997 (cited in Bookwala & Schulz 2000, p.607) found in their survey of 

caregiving that caregivers who spent the most time in care provision and assisted with 

the most difficult self-care tasks, 31% experiencing a mental and physical health 

issue. Also Choi-Kwon et al. (2005, p.1044) found that patient’s daughter-in-law have 

faced higher level of burden giving more than 15 hours of caregiving a day. So the 

caregivers who spend more time caring for their stroke survivors have a higher 

burden. 

 

In case of stroke survivor’s age, present study found no association between stroke 

survivor’s age (P= .385), sex (P= .732) and level of perceived burden. That means 

caregiver burden is not dependent on stroke survivor age and either they are male or 

female. Similarly McCullagh et al. (2005, p.2185) found that patient age was not 

significant with caregiver burden and quality of life. Also Bhattacharjee et al. (2012, 

p.116) found that patient age was not related to increased burden but patient being a 

female was related to increased burden. But Rigby et al. (2009, p.155) mentioned that 

patient demographic variables (older age and male sex) were significantly correlated 

with higher levels of caregiver burden. In Bangladesh ill people are much more 

dependent on their caregivers and there is no difference in burden level if the patient 

is young or older, male or female.  
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Regarding stroke survivor’s onset of stroke, current study found a strong association 

(P= .000) with perceived caregiving burden. It was revealed that increased duration of 

having stroke produce increased caregiver burden.  McCullagh et al. (2005, p.2183) 

found that caregiver burden score was decreased significantly between 3 months and 

1 year post stroke. When the duration increased caregiver burden score also increased. 

Because caregivers of this survivors were more comfortable with caregiving during 

initial stage of stroke as Grant et al. (2004, p.110) found that stroke survivors ADLs 

related to functional deficits and cognitive, behavioral and emotional changes during 

the first month but when onset increased caregivers were exposed to feel burden as 

they have undertaken long duration of care. A stroke survivor is more functionally 

able with the time elapses which supposed to less burden but a caregiver provided 

care to the survivors from initial stage to long duration so they exhibit higher burden 

and there have an influence of caregiving duration on onset of stroke to become a 

predictor for increased burden. 

5.5. Limitation of the study: 

Some issues regarding the study which impacted negatively on the validity, reliability 

and usefulness of findings were identified. These include: 

 Enough literature regarding caregiver burden in South Asian culture was not 

available. 

 The sample was selected purposive convenient way rather than randomly.  
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6.1. Conclusion: 

This study extends knowledge about the level of burden experienced by the caregivers 

of stroke survivors in terms of general strain, isolation, disappointment, emotional 

involvement and environment. The study findings revealed that most of the caregivers 

faced moderate burden where they were highly disappointed rather than isolated or 

emotionally upset. The environment did not create any burden for them, possibly due 

to the Bangladeshi culture where country people are more hospitable. Caregivers 

think that caring for their near ones is their responsibility and they take this 

responsibility enthusiastically rather than feel burden. Through this study it was also 

found that the degree of burden depends on several aspects, such as caregiver’s social 

and demographic characteristics: age, sex, relationship, caregiving duration & time 

and onset of stroke of survivors. The study also discovered that there is a possibility to 

have higher burden or caregiver in respectively large proportion in the future. This 

study suggests the health professional to focus on the caregiving situation to provide a 

better support to them and also Choi-Kwon et al. (2005, p.1047) suggested that it will 

be advisable to provide equivalent services for caregivers and their families as 

provided to the stroke survivors. Reimer et al. (1998, p.1610) also suggested that 

appropriate advice and support may preserve caregiving which eventually enables the 

survivors to live a longer and more fulfilling life in the community. So the 

occupational therapists have an important role to understand the caregiver’s situation 

and promote a better social and psychological support for quality life of caregiver and 

stroke survivors. 

6.2. Recommendation of the study: 

 The researcher recommends that future similar research will conduct in the 

broader area and large scale of sample size.  

 Serial follow-up studies are required to understand the changing pattern of 

caregiver burden and also to investigate the caregiver needs. 

Chapter-6                          Conclusion & Recommendation 
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 A further research in this area can contribute to further refinement in 

understanding the characteristics of vulnerable caregivers and the factors or 

predictors that increasing caregiver burden and caregiving situation. 

 A better understanding of this mechanism and implementation of 

psychological and social support for the caregiver can minimize the burden. 

 The current study also recommends that health professionals can contribute to 

minimize the caregiver vulnerable situation by providing proper education, 

patient handling training, occupational training, counseling,  maintaining own 

health and promoting social participation of the target caregiver. 
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Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI) 
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In this study I am __________________________________ a participant and I have 

read or have been explained to me the information sheet and I am informed about the 

topic of the research and aim of the research study. I will have the right to refuse in 

taking part any time at any stage of the study. For that reason I will not be bound to 

answer any body. This study will not have any impacts on me or my relatives. 

I am informing that, the entire information collected from the interview that will use 

in the study will be safety enough and maintained confidentiality. Here only the 

researcher and supervisor eligible to access in the information. The researcher will be 

available to answer any study related question or inquiry to the participant. 

I have been informed about the above all mentioned and agree to participate in the 

study willingly. 

I agree to take part in this study. 
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ক োড নং: 

তথয বফফযণী 

াঅবভ ারভা বফগভ, ব.াঅয.ব’য বক্ষা প্রবতষ্ঠান ফাাংরাদদ বল থ প্রদপন  াআন্পটিটিউদেয বফ.এ.ব াআন 

াকুদনার বথযাব বফবাদগয  ৪থথ ফদলথয াধযয়নযত একজন বনয়বভত ছাত্রী । াঅভায বকাথো ম্পন্ন কযায 

জনয াঅভাদক একো গদফলণা ম্পন্ন কযদত দফ । 

এাআ ুফাদদ াঅবভ াঅনাদক াঅভায গদফলণায় াাংগ্রন কযায াঅভন্ত্রন জানাবি, াঅভায গদফলণায বফলয় –“ 

াামযকাযীদদয বফাঝায ভাত্রাাঃ ফাাংরাদদদয ব.াঅয.ব’য বরাক বযাগীদদয াামযকাযীদদয বনদয় একটি 

গদফলণা ’’। াঅভায গদফলণায রক্ষয র ফাাংরাদদদয ব.াঅয.ব’য বরাক বযাগীদদয াামযকাযীযা তাদদয 

াঅত্মীয়দদযদক াাময কযদত বগদয় কতেুকু বফাঝা ানুবফ কদয ফা মু্মখীন য় তা বননথয় কযা ।  

এাআ গদফলণায় াঅনায াাংগ্রন একান্তাআ াঅনায াআিায় এফাং মবদ াঅবন যাবজ না থাদকন তাদর াঅবন 

াঅনায াাংগ্রন প্রতযাায কযদত াযদফন ।  

“াামযকাযীদদয বফাঝা বননথয়ক বের’’ নাভক একটি বের বদদয় াঅনায উত্তয বনয়া দফ বমো ১০ বথদক 

১৫ বভবনে ভয় বনদফ এফাং াঅনায উত্তয মূ্পণথ বগান এফাং ফযাবিগতবাদফ যাখা দফ । াঅনায 

াাংগ্রদনয জনয বকান াঅবথথক ায়তা াদফন না । এাআ গদফলণায় াাংগ্রদনয জনয াঅবন যাবয বকান 

রাবফান দফন না এফাং এাআ গদফলণায কাযদন াঅনায বকান ক্ষবত ফা বফদ দফ না বকন্তু এাআ গদফলণায 

পরাপদর মবদ বদখা মায় বম াঅনাযা াথফা াামযকাযীযা াদনক বফাঝায মু্মখীন দিন তাদর 

ববফলযদত াামযকাযীদদয জনয প্রবতকাযভূরক ফযফস্থা বনওয়া মাদফ । ফ তদথযয মূ্পনথ বগানীয়তা ভানা 

দফ । াঅনায ানুভবত ছাড়া াংগৃীত তথয গুদরা এভনবাদফ ফযফায কযা দফ না মাদত াঅনায নাভ 

জনমু্মদখ  প্রকা ায় ।

মবদ এাআ গদফলণা ম্পদকথ  াঅনায এখন াথফা দয বকান বজজ্ঞাা থাদক তাদর বনন্বরবখত ফযবিদক 

বিধাীন বাদফ বজদজ্ঞ কযদত াদযন- 

ারভা বফগভ 

বফ.এ.ব াআন াকুদনার বথযাব 

৪থথ ফলথ, বনাঃ ২০০৯-২০১০ 

াকুদনার বথযাব বফবাগ 

ফাাংরাদদ বল থ প্রদপন  াআন্পটিটিউে 

ব.াঅয.ব-চাাাআন, াবায, ঢাকা-১৩৪৩ 

বপানাঃ ০১৭৩৬৫৫২২৩১     
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ক োড নং: 

ম্মবতত্র  

 

এাআ গদফলণায় াঅবভ------------------------------------------------------- একজন াাংগ্রণকাযী এফাং 

াঅবভ এাআ গদফলণায উদেয বযষ্কাযবাদফ জানদত বদযবছ । াঅবভ বম বকান ভয় এফাং গদফলণায বম বকান 

মথাদয় াঅভায াাংগ্রণ প্রতযাায কযদত াবয । এ জনয াঅবভ কাদযা কাদছ জফাফবদব ও ক্ষবতূযণ বদদত 

ফাধয নাআ । এাআ গদফলণায় াাংগ্রণ কযদর াঅভায াঅত্মীদয়য বচবকৎায াথফা াঅভায বকান ফযাঘাত ঘেদফ না 

াক্ষাৎকাদযয কর তথয বমগুদরা গদফলণায কাদজ ফযফহৃত দফ, বগুদরা বগানীয়তায াদথ বনযাদ 

স্থাদন যাখা দফ । শুধুভাত্র গদফলক এ তথযগুদরায প্রদফাবধকায াদফ এফাং কাযও নাভ বকাথাও না ছাবদয় এ 

তথযগুদরা গদফলণা দত্র প্রকাবত দফ । 

াঅবভ উদযাি কর তথয গুদরা ম্পদকথ  জাবন এফাং াঅবভ এাআ গদফলণায় াাংগ্রদন ম্মবত জ্ঞান কযবছ । 

 

 

াাংগ্রণকাযীয টিাআ াথফা াক্ষযাঃ----------------------------------------- তাবযখাঃ-------------------- 

গদফলদকয াক্ষযাঃ------------------------------------------------------------- তাবযখাঃ------------------- 

াক্ষীয াক্ষয াথফা টিাআাঃ--------------------------------------------------- তাবযখাঃ-------------------  
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Socio-demographic questionnaire  

Code: 

Caregiver’s Information 

Name: 

 

Age:       1) 18-24 years    2) 25-30 years    3) 31-35 years    4) 36-40 years      

              5) 41-45 years     6) 46-50 years 

 

Sex:        1) Female            2) Male 

 

Occupation:     1) Housewife    2) Teacher    3) Service Holder    4) Businessman     

                       5) Student        6) Others…………. 

 

Marital Status:   1) Married   2) Others…………….   

 

Relationship with Patient:      1) Wife   2) Mother   3) Daughter   4) Sister    

                                              5) Husband   6) Son   7) Brother    8) Father    

                                              9)   Paid caregiver      10) others…………… 

 

Caregiving duration:              1) 1-5 months   2) 6-11 months   3) 12-36 months    

                                             4) 37-72 months 5) 73-120+ months    

 

Caregiving hours in a day:      1) 4-6 hours        2) 7-9 hours     3) 10-12 hours    

                                              4) 13-15 hours    5) 16-19≤ hours 

Permanent Address: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 



x 

 

Stroke survivors Information 

Name: 

 

Age:       1) 18-24 years    2) 25-30 years    3) 31-35 years    4) 36-40 years      

              5) 41-45 years     6) 46-50 years 

 

Sex:        1) Female            2) Male 

 

Occupation:     1) Housewife    2) Teacher    3) Service Holder    4) Businessman     

                       5) Student        6) Others…………. 

 

Marital Status:   1) Married   2) Others…………….   

 

 

Onset of stroke:  1) 1-5 months   2) 6-11 months   3) 12-36 months   4) 37-7 

                          5) 73-120+ months    
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Caregiver Burden Scale 

 

Questions 

Please, place a tick in the appropriate box. 

 

No 1. Do you feel tired and worn out? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 2. Do you feel lonely and isolated because of your relative´s problem? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 3. Do you think you have to shoulder too much responsibility for your relative´s 

welfare? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 4. Do you sometimes feel as if you would like to run away from the entire 

situation you find yourself in? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 
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No 5. Do you find yourself facing purley practical problems in the care of your 

relative that you think are difficult to solve? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 6. Do you ever feel offended and angry with your relative? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 7. Do you think your own health has suffered because you have been taking care 

of your relative? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 8. Has your social life, eg with family and friends, been lessened? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 9. Does the physical environment make it troublesome for you taking care of your 

relative? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 
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No 10. Do you feel tied down by your relative´s problem? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 11. Do you feel embarrassed by your relative´s behavior? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

 

No 12. Has your relative´s problem prevented you from doing what you had planned 

to do in this phase of your life? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 13. Do you find it physically trying to take care of your relative? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 14. Do you think you spend so much time with your relative that the time for 

yourself is insufficient? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 15. Do you worry about not taken care of your relative in the proper way? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 
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� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 16. Are you sometimes ashamed of your relative´s behavior? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 17. Is there anything in the neighborhood of your relative´s home making it 

troublesome for you to take care of your relative? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 18. Have you experienced economic sacrifice because you have been taking care 

of your relative? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 19. Do you find it mentally trying to take care of your relative? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 20. Have you a feeling that life has treated you unfairly? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 
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No 21. Had you expected that life would be different than it is at your age? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

No 22. Do you avoid inviting friends and acquaintances home because of your 

relative´s problem? 

� Not at all1 

� Seldom2 

� Sometimes3 

� Often4 

 

Total Score: 

Score Interpretation (mean score): 

                              Low burden: 1.00-1.99 

                              Moderate burden: 2.00-2.99 

                              High burden: 3.00-4.00 
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জনাংখযাতাবিক তথযাফরী  

ক োড নং:  

 াামযকাযী/দফামত্নকাযী ম্পবকথ ত তথযাফরীাঃ 

নাভ-       

ফয়-           ১। ১৮- ২৪ ফছয        ২। ২৫ – ৩০ ফছয       ৩। ৩১ – ৩৫ ফছয       ৪। ৩৬- ৪০ ফছয         

                  ৫। ৪১ - ৪৫ বছর         ৬। ৪৬ – ৫০ ফছয       ৭। ৫০+ ফছয 

বরঙ্গ-            ১। ভবরা                       ২। ুরুল    

বা-          ১। গৃবণী          ২। বক্ষক        ৩। চাকবযজীফী         ৪। ফযফায়          ৫। ছাত্র / ছাত্রী        

                 ৬।  ানযানয (.............................)   

বফফাবক াফস্থা-          ১। বফফাবত         ২। ানযানয (..................................)    

বযাগীয াদথ ম্পকথ -     ১। স্ত্রী       ২। ভা       ৩। বভদয়       ৪। বফান      ৫। স্বাভী      ৬। বছদর       ৭। বাাআ 

                                 ৮। ফাফা   ৯। বফতনবূি াামযকাযী       ১০। ানযানয (.................................) 

াাময প্রদাদনয ভয়ীভাাঃ     ১। ১-৫ ভা      ২। ৬- ১১ ভা       ৩। ১২ – ৩৬ ভা       ৪। ৩৭- ৭২ ভা       

                                         ৫। ৭৩-১২০+ ভা         

বদবনক াামযপ্রদাদনয ভয়াঃ        ১। ৪ - ৬ ঘণ্টা         ২। ৭ – ৯ ঘণ্টা         ৩। ১০ – ১২ ঘণ্টা      

                                                ৪। ১৩- ১৫ ঘণ্টা      ৫। ১৬-১৯ ≤ ঘণ্টা  

স্থায়ী ঠিকানাাঃ 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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বরাক বযাগী ম্পবকথ ত তথযাফরীাঃ  

নাভ-                                                                         

ফয়-         ১। ১৮- ২৪ ফছয       ২। ২৫ – ৩০ ফছয       ৩। ৩১ – ৩৫ ফছয       ৪। ৩৬- ৪০ ফছয      

                ৫। ৪১-৪৫ ফছয        ৬। ৪৬ – ৫০ ফছয          ৭। ৫০+ ফছয                                                              

বরঙ্গ-           ১। ভবরা                       ২। ুরুল    

 

বা-           ১। গৃবণী         ২। বক্ষক       ৩। চাকবযজীফী        ৪। ফযফায়ী      ৫। ছাত্র / ছাত্রী        

                   ৬।  ানযানয (.....................)    

 

বফফাবক াফস্থা-          ১। বফফাবত        ২। ানযানয (..........................................)  

বরাদক াঅক্রান্ত ওয়ায ভয়ীভাাঃ             ১। ১-৫ ভা        ২। ৬- ১১ ভা       ৩। ১২– ৩৬ ভা      

                                                            ৪। ৩৭ – ৭২ ভা    ৫। ৭৩-১২০+ভা       
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সোহোয্য োরীদের ক োঝো ননননয়  কেল 

দয়া কদয ঠিক ফাদে টিক(√) বচহ্ন বদন-  

১। াঅবন বক ক্লান্ত এফাং জীনথ ানুবফ কদযন ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                 


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

২। াঅবন বক াঅনায *াঅত্মীদয়য াুস্থতায/ভযায জনয বনদজদক একাকী এফাং বনাঃঙ্গ ানুবফ কদযন ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪  

৩। াঅবন বক ভদন কদযন াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য ভঙ্গদরয জনয াঅনায কাদধ াদনক বফী দাবয়ত্ব যদয়দছ ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

৪। াঅবন বক কখনও ভদন কদযন বম, মবদ াঅবন ফবকছু বথদক  াবরদয় বমদত াযদতন তাদর াঅবন স্ববি বদতন?   

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

৫।  াঅবন বক াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য মত্ন বনওয়ায ভয় এভন বকান ফািবফক ভযায মু্মখীন ন বমো াঅনায কাদছ ভাধান 

কযা কষ্টকয ফদর ভদন য় ?  

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

৬। াঅবন বক াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য উয কখদনা ান্তুষ্ট ফা যাগাবিত দয়দছন ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

৭। াঅবন বক ভদন কদযন াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য মত্ন বনদত বগদয় াঅনায বনদজয স্বাস্থয ক্ষবতগ্রি দি ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

৮। াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য কাযদন াঅনায বক াভাবজক জীফন বমভন াঅনায বযফায এফাং ফনু্ধয াদথ ম্পকথ  কদভ বগদয়দছ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

 



xix 

 

৯। াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য বফামত্ন কযায ভয় বক াঅবন াঅনায চাযাদয বযদফ িাযা ভযায মু্মখীন দিন ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

১০। াঅবন বক াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য ভযা িাযা বনদজদক াঅফদ্ধ ভদন কদযন ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

১১। াঅবন বক াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য ফযফাদয বফব্রত বফাধ কদযন ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

১২। াঅবন াঅনায জীফদনয এ ধাদ বম বযকল্পনা কদযবছদরন তা বক াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য ভযায কাযদন ফাধাগ্রস্থ দয়দছ ?  

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

১৩। াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য বফামত্ন কযায জনয বক াঅবন াযীবযকবাদফ াাময কযদছন ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

১৪। াঅবন বক ভদন কদযন াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য াদথ বফী ভয় কাোদনায জনয াঅনায বনদজয জনয ভয় াদনক কদভ 

বগদছ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

১৫। াঅবন বক াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য মত্ন ঠিকবাদফ বনদত াযদছন না ফদর বচবন্তত ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

১৬। াঅবন বক াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য ফযফাদয কখনও রবিত ন ?  

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

১৭। াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য প্রবতদফীদদয বকান কাযদন বক াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য মত্ন বনদত ভযা দি ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

১৮। াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য মত্ন বনওয়ায জনয বক াঅনাদক াঅবথথকবাদফ বকান তযাগ স্বীকায কযদত দয়দছ ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 



xx 

 

১৯। াঅবন বক ানুবফ কদযন বম, াঅবন ভানবকবাদফ াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য বফামদত্নয বচষ্টা কযদছন  ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

২০। াঅবন বক বনদজদক তবাগা ভদন কদযন ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

২১। াঅবন বক াঅা কদযবছদরন বম, এাআ ফয়দ াঅনায জীফনো এখনকায বচদয় ানযযকভ দত াযদতা ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

২২। াঅনায াঅত্মীদয়য াুস্থতা/ভযায কাযদন বক াঅবন ফনু্ধদদয দাওয়াত এফাং ফাবড়দত াঅরা কযা বযায কযদছন ? 

 বভাদোআ না ১                


      কদাবচৎ/ খুফাআ াল্প ভয় ২                    


        ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ৩                      


  প্রায়াআ ৪ 

  

 (*াঅত্মীদয়য বক্ষদত্র ম্পকথ  ানুমায়ী দবাধন কযা দফ) 

 

কমোট মোনঃ  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 


